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Introduction

This business model design 
process is at the heart of any 
successful new business venture. 
This course is designed speci�cally 
for the automotive industry and 
can also be customised for other 
industry sectors.

The Business Model Knowledge 
Transfer Programme     is a 
breakthrough process to enable 
you to develop new business 
models leading to the creation of 
new products and services, and 
impact the way we do business.

This is not another networking 
opportunity for inter-industry 
sector collaboration - it is a 
structured innovation process - 
speci�cally using data and 
technologies derived from the 
space sector.

Working with interactive tools, 
participants can explore the 
opportunity of designing new 
business models in order to drive 
the development of cutting edge 
technologies and capabilities.

Programme Objectives

To provide the automotive 
industry a strategic workshop 
that will allow their organisation, 
and selected supply chain 
partners, �nd and develop new 
capabilities.

Companies from the automotive 
sector will be introduced to the 
space industry and advised of 
technologies that may be applied 
to the automotive sector and 
their partners.

Programme Schedule

Day 1

Scenario Planning and Introduction to Business Models

• anticipate future scenarios, their outcomes & opportunities
• introduce business modelling tools using examples of 

successful ventures 
• mapping future business models leveraging key partners

Day 2

Customer needs, value drivers and partnering options

• understanding customer jobs to be done and 
value outcome statements

• customer driver mapping and value proposition design
• partnering to satisfy customer needs using disruptive 

business model innovation - design follows emotion

Day 3

Use ISIC earth observation hub, visualisation centre and 
SRU to capture automotive value opportunities from 
new space sector innovations 

• emerging and existing technologies for downstream 
applications 

• how to integrate technologies to capture more business
• design value capture mechanisms and revenue streams

Day 4

Site visits to space sector organisations

Day 5

Facilitate new business model partnering opportunities

• mapping new business model partnering opportunities
• key steps to implement a new partnering business model
• strategy action plan – agreed actions, timelines and 

responsibilities
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ISIC also provides access to 
four state-of-the art facilities:

• Operations Facility

• Security & Resilience Unit

• Applications and 
Visualisation Centre 

• Concurrent Design Facility

These facilities are managed 
by ISIC Ltd. They have been 
integrated into the Business 
Model Knowledge Transfer 
Programme   .

ISIC is part of a growing 
Space cluster at Harwell 
Oxford that also includes the 
European Space Agency’s 
(ESA) UK o�ce, 
Science and Technology 
Facilities Council (STFC), 
the Business Incubator Centre 
- run by ESA and the STFC, 
Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory (RAL) Space and 
a number of other private 
sector companies.

International Space Innovation Centre
 

The International Space Innovation Centre (ISIC) 
is the �rst facility of its kind in Europe. It brings together 
key UK capabilities to provide a dynamic, open innovation 
environment for developing new space technologies and 
downstream applications within a UK and international 
market.

Its main objectives are:

• To deliver competitive advantage where government, 
universities and industry can work together to exploit 
scienti�c development and commercialisation of new 
technologies

• To accelerate the development of new knowledge, 
products and services, and to connect both upstream 
manufacturing and downstream applications

• To reach out to the broader community and engage 
with non-space partners to capitalise on applications and 
services opportunities available by the access to space

• To facilitate new collaborations and partnerships and 
help businesses to grow.
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Methodology

Experiential, interactive and 
participatory, this workshop 
strengthens & builds upon your 
existing skills and knowledge.

Develop the key skills needed 
to deliver successful programmes 
where e�ective collaboration of 
multiple organisations is required.

Throughout this 5-day workshop 
you will have the opportunity to 
work with innovators in the space 
sector, explore new technologies 
and partnering opportunities, 
learn from expert speakers and 
visit space sector facilities.

Designed For

The programme is designed for 
Lead Engineers, Marketing and 
Business Development Managers 
with responsibility for key areas 
such as Technology Strategy, 
Business Innovation, Concept 
Design and New Project Planning. 

We also encourage the inclusion 
of people, passionate about 
innovation, from di�erent 
functional areas across the 
organisation as well as from lead
suppliers. Diversity is powerful 
when creating, discussing and 
selecting new ideas.

Programme Directors

Julian Simmonds – CEO, Innovation Leaders Institute

Julian is a specialist in running 
partnering and cross-cultural workshops 
on innovation, creativity and leadership. 
Clients include Mazda Cars, Daifuku, 
EXA Corporation, Cathay Paci�c, Teijin, 
Kuraray, the British Consulate-General 
and UK Trade & Investment. 

Stephen Newbury – CIO, Innovation Leaders Institute

Stephen is the founder of the Innovation 
Intelligence Group, a specialist business 
modelling consulting �rm.  He has a 
background working in the automotive 
industry having played a key role in the 
development of a number of high 
performance road vehicles. He is also 
author of the Car Design Year book series.

Space sector speakers to be con�rmed

Price £1,500.

To register your interest and for further information 
please contact Julian Simmonds:

Tel:       +44 (0)20 3091 7346

Email:  Julian@innovationleadersinstitute.com

The Innovation Leaders Institute™ trains business 
leaders through an experiential learning and deep 

interaction process using our breakthrough 
Business Model Knowledge Transfer programme

w w w. innovationleadersinstitute.com
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